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Problem & GoalMassachusetts’ suburban homes are energyinefficient which creates a high demand for energyfrom fossil fuel power plants. These plants emitcarbon dioxide, resulting in rises in surface andocean temperatures and ocean acidification . Ourgoal is to inform homeowners of energy efficientpractices and systems that can be incorporatedinto their daily lives to decrease carbon dioxideemissions and provide an economic benefit.
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Solutions
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MethodsIn order to obtain information on solutions to energy inefficiency,we interviewed professionals in sustainability. Data regarding thecosts and potential energy savings was then compiled for eachsolution. We analyzed the information based off of efficiency anduniqueness to fit a broad spectrum of price ranges. Including uniqueand interesting components is important for the effectiveness of ouroverall solution because they can be more appealing tohomeowners. Once our list of solutions was finalized, the data wascomposed into a pamphlet in order to get the information out to thepublic.
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BackgroundThe United States residential sector demands 39% oftotal energy consumption. Power plants produced21.641 quadrillion BTUs of energy to supply theresidential sector in 2015. This amount of energyproduction emits large amounts of carbon dioxide thatenters the atmosphere and ocean, expediting threeenvironmental anomalies: the greenhouse gas effect andincreasing ocean temperature and acidification.
Energy changes in households, especially when dealingwith heating and cooling, are location and climatespecific. In order to increase the effectiveness of thesolutions chosen for this project, we based the projectaround Massachusetts. The graph below is apercentage breakdown of energy consumption in theresidential sector of our area of focus.
A1 scenario describes a fossil fuel intensive future. B1 describes implementation of energy 
efficient technologies.
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